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Abstract

Large natural disturbances such as insect outbreaks and fire are important processes for

biodiversity in forest landscapes. However, few methods exist for incorporating natural

disturbances into conservation planning. Intact forest landscapes, such as in the North

American boreal forest, can produce large natural disturbance footprints. They also have

the potential to support large reserves but size estimates based on natural disturbance

are needed to guide reserve design. Historical fire data have been used to estimate mini-

mum dynamic reserves, reserve size estimates based on maintaining natural disturbance

dynamics and ensuring resilience to large natural disturbance events. While this has

been a significant step towards incorporating natural disturbance into reserve design,

managers currently lack guidance on how to apply these concepts in areas where fire is

not the dominant natural disturbance. We generalize the minimum dynamic reserve

framework to accommodate insect outbreaks and demonstrate the framework in a case

study for eastern spruce budworm (Choristoneura fumiferana) in the Canadian boreal for-

est. Our methods use geospatial analysis to identify minimum dynamic reserves based

on a set of spatially explicit initial conditions, and simulation models to test for the mainte-

nance of a set of dynamic conditions over time. We found considerable variability in mini-

mum dynamic reserve size depending on the size of historic budworm disturbance events

and the spatial patterns of disturbance-prone vegetation types. The minimum dynamic

reserve framework provides an approach for incorporating wide-ranging natural distur-

bances into biodiversity conservation plans for both pro-active planning in intact land-

scapes, and reactive planning in more developed regions.
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Introduction

Large-scale natural disturbances such as insect outbreaks, fires and floods are among the essen-

tial processes shaping biodiversity [1]. However, many conservation plans do not include these

processes, to the detriment of long-term biodiversity goals [2, 3]. Progress has been made

towards incorporating natural disturbances into reserve design by combining site-selection

algorithms with successional models [4–6] or predictions of disturbance risk [7]. Planners

working in regions with active natural disturbance regimes would also benefit from quantita-

tive estimates of the reserve size required to accommodate these events so as to maintain repre-

sentative biodiversity over the long term [8–10]. Given the growing recognition of the

importance of disturbance to ecosystems, and the likelihood for increased footprints of fire

and insect outbreaks in forests globally [11, 12], integration of natural disturbance regimes

explicitly into conservation planning initiatives is critical for global biodiversity conservation.

Natural disturbances operate at a range of spatial scales [13], and some disturbance types

have the potential to produce large disturbance events that can affect all or much of a given

reserve. Failure to account for these processes may undermine conservation goals associated

with the designation of reserves. For example, Leroux et al. [4] demonstrated that reserve net-

works identified in a boreal ecosystem using conventional, static reserve design methods may

not maintain their targets for fire-sensitive habitat and species at risk under the historical fire

disturbance regime. Across the boreal region of Canada, natural disturbances affect large areas

and play a significant role in shaping landscape structure as well as interacting with the life his-

tories of many organisms [14–17]. The de facto protection of many boreal regions due to their

inaccessibility [18] has facilitated the maintenance of natural disturbance regimes and biodi-

versity, but with increasing development, explicit plans are needed to conserve these areas and

their constituent processes [19–21].

The size of disturbance events is an important factor in conservation planning, especially in

areas where disturbance severity is high and large disturbances may exceed the size of existing

reserves [22]. Minimum reserve areas have been suggested based on multipliers (e.g. one to

two orders of magnitude) of the average historical disturbance size [23–25]. However, this

does not account for the occurrence of exceptionally large disturbance events that have the

potential to impact entire reserves [22]. The simplest way to design effective reserves in many

regions may be to make reserves large relative to the maximum disturbance size [22]. Reserves

designed in this way are more likely to accommodate the disturbance regime over time, and

should therefore represent the patterns of biological organization resulting from landscape

scale disturbance processes [22]. The emerging concept of ecological benchmarks fits well with

this conceptual model. Ecological benchmarks are large, intact reserves designed to serve as

reference sites for evaluating management actions elsewhere. They should maintain ecological

processes over time, including natural disturbance-succession cycles, hydrological processes,

nutrient cycles, and species interactions [26–28].

To effectively incorporate natural disturbance into reserve design, a methodological frame-

work is needed to estimate minimum reserve sizes using historical, contemporary, and (ide-

ally) projected future disturbance data. Based on the work of Pickett and Thompson [8],

Leroux et al. [10] developed and applied methods to identify minimum dynamic reserves

(MDRs) using recent historical records of wildfire size in the Canadian boreal forest. The

MDR is an estimate of the reserve size required to support ongoing representation of fire-sen-

sitive vegetation types in regions prone to large, high-severity wildfires. While wildfire is the

dominant disturbance across much of the Canadian boreal region, multiple overlapping dis-

turbances and disturbance probabilities occur, especially in regions with long fire return inter-

vals where insect outbreaks are common [16]. Overlapping disturbances can interact such that
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the occurrence, extent or severity of a second disturbance is altered by the legacies of a first

(i.e. linked disturbances [29]), or through compounding effects [30] that impact forest resil-

ience [31, 32], potentially leading to unexpected and abrupt changes in ecological systems [33].

Planning methods such as the MDR are therefore needed for non-fire disturbance types, and

ultimately for all combined and interacting disturbances in the boreal forest. In this paper, we

extend the MDR framework to landscapes where defoliating insects play an important role in

shaping forest composition [16]. Our objectives are as follows:

1. Develop a generalized framework that can guide calculation of MDRs for defoliating

insects;

2. Apply the framework to the eastern spruce budworm (Choristoneura fumiferana), an

important natural disturbance agent in Canada’s eastern boreal forests;

3. Demonstrate the application of these methods in conservation planning.

We consider this an important step towards a full-landscape model incorporating all distur-

bances and their interactions. These methods may be useful for pro-active conservation plan-

ning in intact regions still shaped by large-scale natural disturbances. They could also provide

valuable information for reactive conservation and restoration in areas of biodiversity

concern.

Methods

Generalized MDR framework for defoliating insect disturbance

Minimum Dynamic Reserves (MDRs) are the minimum reserve area required to incorporate

natural disturbance and maintain ecological processes [10]. MDRs operationalize Pickett and

Thompson’s [8] minimum dynamic area (MDA) concept that proposed reserve design, in the

presence of natural disturbance, be based on the minimum area required to maintain the inter-

nal dynamics of vulnerable habitats as colonization sources to minimize the risk of extinction

within the reserve. Leroux et al. [10] designed MDRs to be larger than all individual fire events,

and to maintain minimum representation of fire-prone communities through time. They used

a simulation framework of combined wildfire disturbance and vegetation dynamics to estimate

an MDR size for their northern boreal study region.

Fire and insect disturbances are distinct ecological processes with different temporal and

spatial properties, and different ecological impacts [16]. Fire events can be stand replacing

under extreme conditions, typically change forest composition post-disturbance, and typically

occur within a single fire season. In comparison, insect defoliators are host specific and out-

breaks tend to result in cumulative damage over multiple years, with outbreak synchrony over

wide areas, complex defoliation patterns, and high heterogeneity in canopy openness [34]. The

host specificity of insect disturbances mean that these landscapes tend to have patchier pat-

terns of mortality and age class distributions than after fire [35]. During spruce budworm out-

breaks in eastern Canada, balsam fir trees are more vulnerable to mortality in dense, mature

stands [36], and mature balsam fir (Abies balsamea) trees killed by the disturbance are often

succeeded by their own regenerating understory cohort [37–39]. Younger stands and those

with greater hardwood content will more often avoid mortality [36, 40]. A major effect of the

disturbance is therefore a change in age structure, but not canopy composition as often

observed following fire. Stand age is an important forest component for biodiversity in boreal

ecosystems and forests with complex structure associated with gap dynamics can be reached

after just 70 years [16, 24]. These fundamental differences in disturbance properties mean that

the objectives of maintaining community composition and external seed sources are less
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relevant in insect dominated systems. A major requirement of our insect MDR method is

therefore to maintain variation in host species age classes, a specific goal outlined in the origi-

nal MDA criteria [8].

Building on the fire method of Leroux et al. [10], we make a number of changes to account

for the differences between fire and insect disturbance. We require that an insect MDR be spa-

tially contiguous, at least as large as the largest insect disturbance event, and that minimum

amounts of host species age class groups be maintained within the reserve at all times. We

apply a generalized MDR framework to identify insect-based MDRs using the following steps:

1) Vegetation dynamics: Define disturbance-prone vegetation types and develop a model of

post-disturbance succession.

2) Data: Collate a sample of disturbance events with their attributes (e.g., size and severity) and

a map of the initial vegetation state (vegetation types and age) for the planning region.

We then determine MDR size by a two-stage process:

3) Initial and dynamic conditions: Initial conditions are defined by the characteristics of the nat-

ural disturbance regime and vegetation properties of the planning region. These conditions

dictate the minimum size and vegetation properties (type and area) that must be initially met

by a candidate MDR. Dynamic conditions are defined as the minimum amount of each vege-

tation type to be maintained by an MDR at all times for a specified period (e.g., minimum 1

km2 over 250 years). Together these conditions increase the effectiveness of the MDR at main-

taining the ecological processes associated with the natural disturbance regime over time.

4) Iterative MDR search: Identify candidate MDRs within the planning region that satisfy the

initial conditions. More than one candidate MDR may be identified. Assess if any candidate

MDRs satisfy the dynamic conditions using a simulation model. If all candidate MDRs fail

to satisfy dynamic conditions, increment the MDR size and retest. The smallest candidate

MDR that meets both initial and dynamic conditions is the estimated MDR size for the

planning region.

Case study–application of the generalized MDR framework

We illustrate this framework using a case study for spruce budworm on the island of New-

foundland, Canada. We selected this region because spruce budworm is the primary natural

disturbance [41], and for the availability of historic disturbance and vegetation data. This

region also has very low fire occurrence, and therefore fewer interactions between fire and

insect disturbances, providing a simpler system in which to test our method.

To illustrate the application of this general MDR framework to regional conservation plan-

ning, we identify MDRs based on spruce budworm for a suite of ecoregions in the case study

region and then evaluate the MDR properties of existing protected areas. This is not an exhaus-

tive evaluation of the existing network. Because data are only available for one previous out-

break, the results carry high uncertainty. Our intent is not to make conservation

recommendations based on the available data. Rather, it is to introduce the concepts and pro-

pose a method that we hope can be a first step towards a full-landscape approach to planning

for natural disturbance in boreal regions.

Study area. Our study area is comprised of six ecoregions in the boreal shield ecozone in

Newfoundland, Canada (Fig 1). These ecoregions were chosen based on the availability of

spruce budworm disturbance data. Forest composition is dominated by balsam fir and black

spruce (Picea mariana) which are the leading species in 55% and 39% of the forested area
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respectively [42]. White birch (Betula papyrifera) is the most common deciduous species and

is the leading species in 5% of the forested area [42]. Spruce budworm is the most widespread

natural disturbance, followed by hemlock looper (Lambdina fiscellaria) and wildfire. Forest

harvesting is the most widespread human disturbance [41].

Spruce budworm. Eastern spruce budworm defoliation is a major disturbance in the

boreal forest, especially in regions with relatively low fire activity [16]. The eastern spruce bud-

worm feeds primarily on balsam fir, with white spruce (Picea glauca), red spruce (Picea rubens)
and black spruce as secondary hosts experiencing lesser levels of defoliation [43]. Spruce bud-

worm outbreaks in eastern Canada can last from 1–20 years and occur with an approximate

return interval of 30–40 years [44, 45]. Tree mortality occurs after multiple years of defoliation,

ranging from 3 to 8 years in eastern Canada [36, 46–48]. Spruce budworm disturbance is rarely

stand replacing and is more likely to cause partial mortality events although mortality can con-

tinue to occur after the outbreak has ended due to weakening of live trees [48]. The severity of

the outbreak varies depending on the availability and density of mature host species [36]. Data

are available for one recorded outbreak in our case study region from 1972–1992 [41]. Based

on field reports from similar regions [48], we estimated that tree mortality during this out-

break likely occurred after 3 to 6 consecutive years of defoliation. Since there are only data for

one outbreak in this area, estimates of the return interval and levels of mortality carry high

uncertainty. Additionally, the defoliation patterns were likely influenced by disturbance lega-

cies from other natural disturbance events as well as logging, and forest management practices

are likely to alter the characteristics of future insect outbreaks in the region [49].

Step 1—vegetation dynamics. As the primary host of spruce budworm, balsam fir was

the only disturbance-prone vegetation type used in this analysis. We did not include the sec-

ondary hosts due to the resilience of black spruce to defoliation [50] and the absence and rarity

of red and white spruce in the case study region. Balsam fir trees have advance regeneration

(i.e. a bank of seedlings under the canopy), and young trees are less vulnerable to outbreaks

[36]. Therefore, for the purpose of this model, we considered balsam fir stands to be self-

replacing following high-severity spruce budworm disturbance [36, 37]. We think this is an

acceptable simplification in our study region, but other regions may need to account for more

complex forest dynamics.

Fig 1. Study region map. Extent of the Boreal Shield ecozone in Canada and the locations of ecoregions 1 to 6 in our

case study region.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268236.g001
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Step 2 –data. Disturbance events. We mapped spruce budworm disturbance using aerial

survey data from 1972–1992 collected as part of the Forest Insect and Disease Survey (FIDS) by

Natural Resources Canada [51]. This vector dataset contains yearly polygons of observed percent

defoliation categorized as low (0% - 25%), moderate (26% - 75%) or high (76% - 100%) severity.

The total footprint of the outbreak in our case study region was 55,039 km2, 75% of which was

moderate to severe defoliation. MacLean and MacKinnon [52] found aerial surveys to be on

average 82% accurate when compared to ground-based surveys between 1984 and 1993,

although the earlier years were the least accurate with correct classifications falling as low as

66%. We excluded light severity defoliation from the analysis because it is the most difficult to

correctly classify in aerial surveys, and defoliation less than 30% has been reported not to cause

mortality [52]. After clipping the data to our study area and projecting (to NAD83 Albers), mod-

erate to severe defoliation polygons in our dataset ranged in size from 0.015 km2 to 10,000 km2.

We defined disturbance events as contiguous polygons of X or more consecutive years of

defoliation to create four different disturbance scenario maps where X is set to 3, 4, 5 or 6 years.

Yearly outbreak polygons were combined to map the total area that experienced at least X con-

secutive years of defoliation at some point during the outbreak. This assumes mortality begins

after X years of moderate to high severity defoliation. We repeat the entire analysis for each of

these four disturbance scenarios. Hereafter we refer to the disturbance scenarios as e.g., X = 3,

which indicates the area that had three or more consecutive years of defoliation at any time dur-

ing the outbreak. An alternate method would be to use a cumulative defoliation approach by

summing yearly defoliation percentages to get the cumulative current year defoliation for the

outbreak [53]. Blais [54] for example linked a 75% mortality rate to an average cumulative defo-

liation value of 700% (the equivalent of 7 age classes of foliage). While this method may more

accurately define disturbance polygons, an accurate estimate of cumulative defoliation in our

case study is difficult given the coarseness of the severity classes in the aerial survey data.

Our disturbance maps are a coarse scale characterisation aimed at capturing the disturbance

process. They are not intended to represent an area of full mortality, nor do we expect all balsam

fir trees in the disturbed area to die. Trees surviving high-severity defoliation events can still dis-

play effects of disturbance such as reduction in growth volume, cessation of height growth, and

top-kill [48, 55]. High severity defoliation can be reported in areas with relatively little balsam

fir and vice versa. Due to the scale of the survey data, the disturbance polygons will include

non-host species and non-forested areas captured during the aerial survey mapping.

Balsam fir distribution. To map vegetation, we used forest resource inventory data (hereaf-

ter forest inventory) [42]. The forest inventory includes information on species, percent cover,

average stand age in 2012 reported in 20-year intervals (0–20, 21–40, 41–60, 61–80, 81–100,

101–120, and>121 years), and the years of any harvesting. The forest inventory covers 76% of

the case study region, with data missing from some sparsely forested areas and National Parks.

The forest inventory covers 97% of the spruce budworm defoliation footprint. We extracted all

polygons where balsam fir made up 100% of the canopy. These polygons ranged in size from

0.001 km2 to 4.1 km2. They were projected to NAD83 Albers and converted to 100m resolu-

tion raster layers, for a minimum mapping unit of 0.01 km2. We only mapped balsam fir cells

with 100% cover because vulnerability to spruce budworm increases with balsam fir content

[36, 53, 56]. Balsam fir mortality tends to be lower in the presence of hardwood species, likely

due to an increase in numbers or diversity of natural budworm enemies, or greater losses of

dispersing larvae [40, 56–58].

Step 3—initial and dynamic conditions. Having collated data and defined the vegetation

dynamics, we next defined a set of initial and dynamic conditions to be met by MDRs. These

conditions aim to identify MDRs that capture the spruce budworm disturbance process and

maintain resilience to the disturbance by representing a range of balsam fir age classes over time.
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Initial conditions are defined by the largest observed spruce budworm disturbance event (i.e.

maximum event size) and representation of disturbance-prone vegetation types (i.e. balsam fir).

Initial conditions. For each ecoregion, we calculated the initial conditions (MSBW and ySBW)

that a spruce budworm MDR must satisfy. We use the symbols M and y to match the original

MDR formulation of Leroux et al. [10]. MSBW aims to capture the disturbance footprint and

ySBW aims to maintain an area of host species greater than the largest observed mortality event.

MSBW ¼ maximum event size ðEq 1Þ

The maximum event size was the largest polygon from the ecoregions’ disturbance map,

where disturbance was mapped as all areas with at least X years of consecutive defoliation dur-

ing the 1972–1992 outbreak. We repeated the analysis with X values of 3, 4, 5 and 6. Any MDR

must be at least as large as MSBW. Unlike Leroux et al.’s [10] estimates of the maximum fire size

[59], statistical methods to predict the largest spruce budworm disturbance event based on his-

torical data do not exist, so our estimate is limited to observations in the historic record. MSBW

is designed to capture the scale of the disturbance process and is not intended to represent an

area of complete mortality. As mentioned above, the mapped disturbance area is a coarse

representation of the disturbance footprint and should capture a range of disturbance effects.

We also place an initial condition on balsam fir content to ensure a minimum representa-

tion of host species. This is a conservation target with the goal of maintaining a range of age

classes in the MDR over time. At this stage, the balsam fir target can be met by any age class

(we specifically test for the maintenance of age classes with the dynamic conditions described

below). We set this target by estimating the largest host mortality event observed in the 1972–

1992 outbreak. Any MDR must contain an area of balsam fir greater than ySBW:

ySBW ¼ max bf1; . . . ; bfnð Þ ðEq 2Þ

where bf is the estimated area of balsam fir mortality within each of the n polygons making up

the disturbance map for a given disturbance scenario (e.g. X = 3). We mapped the expected

areas of mortality from the 1972–1992 outbreak using the 100m forest inventory grids to find

balsam fir cells aged 20–40 years as of 2012; these stands originated during or immediately fol-

lowing the outbreak (i.e. 1972–1992). We removed any cells known to have been harvested

during this period (4% of the mapped grid cells). In most cases the polygon representing the

maximum event size (MSBW) contained the largest area of balsam fir mortality.

Dynamic conditions. Dynamic conditions were the same across ecoregions. For this analy-

sis, an MDR was required to maintain three age classes of balsam fir at a minimum threshold

of 1km2, representing young, mature, and old forests (1–40, 41–80, and>80 years). These age

classes align with the 30-40-year interval observed between outbreaks in eastern Canada.

Representation of age classes avoids a ‘resilience gap’ whereby, for example, a long-term loss of

old-growth forest can occur if there are no mature stands to replace the old stands lost to dis-

turbance. Resilience gaps can lead to long-term declines in biodiversity and increased uncer-

tainty around ecosystem services [60]. In order to investigate the sensitivity of the results to

the minimum threshold, we also ran the analysis using a minimum threshold set to the mini-

mum mapping unit (0.01km2), and a larger threshold of 2km2.

Step 4—iterative MDR search. Moving window for candidate MDRs. We used a moving

window analysis in ArcGIS 10.3 [61] to identify candidate MDRs that met the initial condi-

tions of MSBW and ySBW for each disturbance scenario (X = 3, 4, 5, 6). The square moving win-

dow with an initial area of MSBW was centered on each cell of the balsam fir grid and clipped to

the ecoregion. For each window, the area of balsam fir inside the window was tested against

the ySBW target. All windows meeting the initial conditions of MSBW and ySBW were then tested
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against the dynamic conditions using an aspatial simulation model. Simulations were run for

250 years and repeated 100 times (following Leroux et al. [10]). If none of the candidate MDRs

met the dynamic conditions, the width of the square window was increased by one cell and the

analysis repeated. The area of a candidate MDR passing both the initial and dynamic condi-

tions was the spruce budworm MDR for that ecoregion.

Simulation model for dynamic conditions. In order to test any candidate MDRs for the

dynamic conditions described above, we developed a simulation model of vegetation dynamics

following spruce budworm disturbance. The scale of analysis for each simulation was the ecor-

egion, and simulations were done for all four disturbance scenarios (X = 3, 4, 5, or 6).

Landscape disturbance and succession simulation models for defoliating insects lag behind

those of fire [62]. In the absence of a spruce budworm module for Leroux et al.’s CONSERV

model [10], a landscape simulator specifically designed for evaluating reserves, we developed

an aspatial model to simulate changes in host species age class distributions within reserves

and on the broader landscape through multiple outbreaks. Our simple model was initialized

using species and age classes from the forest inventory grids. Each cell operates independently

(i.e. there is no spread component to the outbreak) and mortality is assigned based on cell age

and a mortality probability.

Age classes from the forest inventory [42] (0–20, 21–40, 41–60, 61–80, 81–100, 101–120,

and>121 years) were assigned to each cell in the 100m grid of 100% balsam fir cells for each

ecoregion. We may be underestimating the amount of balsam fir on the landscape since we are

not accounting for mixed stands that could succeed to balsam fir. Due to the lower vulnerabil-

ity of mixed stands [56], we do not expect this to have a large impact on our results, although

in other systems where mixed stands are more common this should be accounted for.

During the simulation, age was updated for each cell at 20-year time steps. At each step,

cells were aged into the next age class, up to a maximum class of>121 where small-scale gap

dynamics are assumed to occur [63].

We triggered outbreaks at 40-year intervals. For each outbreak, cells over the age of 60 were

assigned to either survive or die based on a randomly selected mortality probability between

0.78 and 0.89. Dead cells were reset to age 0–20 years after a one timestep (20 year) delay

designed to simulate the length of the outbreak and the fact that stands can take multiple years

to die following defoliation [48]. We only allowed mortality for cells over 60 years of age

because outbreak mortality disproportionately effects mature balsam fir trees [36]. The sample

of mortality probabilities (0.78 to 0.89) was based on published estimates of balsam fir mortal-

ity in mature balsam fir stands in eastern Canada [36, 48]. For each simulation run, the area of

balsam fir in age classes of 1–40, 41–80 and>80 was calculated at each time step within any

candidate MDR reserves being tested. If the area of one or more balsam fir age classes fell

below the minimum threshold of 1km2, the MDR failed. The simulation model and all statisti-

cal analyses were done in R version 3.6.1 [64].

A workflow for the case study is demonstrated in Fig 2, along with the associated steps in

the generalized MDR framework.

Evaluation of existing reserves. Using the MDR values identified for each ecoregion, we

evaluated existing protected areas in our study region as an example of how our generalized

MDR framework can be applied to regional conservation planning at the ecoregion scale. This

is for demonstration purposes only and is not a complete conservation assessment of resilience

to natural disturbance.

We used protected area polygons defined by the Conservation Area Reporting and Track-

ing System (CARTS) [65]. Protected areas sharing a border were combined into single contig-

uous areas and then clipped to the ecoregion for analysis. The resulting areas were compared

to the MDR estimate for the ecoregion. For this example, we used the MDR value for X = 3, a
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minimum 3 years of consecutive defoliation. If the protected area size was greater than the

ecoregion MDR, we also compared the area of the balsam fir within the protected area to the

ySBW area target for the ecoregion. If the ySBW balsam fir target was met, the dynamic condi-

tions of the protected area were tested using the simulation model. Simulations were only

done for protected areas with full coverage of forest inventory.

Fig 2. Generalized work flow for calculating spruce budworm MDR values. Analysis steps are shown in boxes, and

the associated steps from the generalized MDR framework for defoliating insects are shown in blue (1: vegetation

dynamics, 2: data, 3: initial and dynamic conditions, 4: iterative MDR search). Details can be found in the generalized

MDR framework steps 1–4 and Eqs 1 and 2.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268236.g002
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Results

Ecoregion MDRs

For each ecoregion, we estimated a range of MDR values based on four disturbance scenarios

defined by the minimum number of consecutive years of defoliation: X = 3, 4, 5, and 6 years

(Table 1). Across ecoregions, the number of candidate reserves for each scenario ranged from

10 to over 1 million. The large number of options is due to the relatively small cell size of 0.01

km2 and because the moving window analysis evaluated windows centered on every grid cell,

leading to candidate reserves with very high levels of overlap.

Across all ecoregions and disturbance scenarios, MDR estimates ranged from 50 km2 to

1454 km2 (Table 1 and Fig 3). Across all ecoregions, as X increases from 3 to 6 consecutive

years of defoliation, the area of disturbance decreases, along with the largest disturbance event

(MSBW) and the balsam fir target (ySBW). Within all ecoregions except ecoregion 3, the MDR

estimate was inversely related to X, with a 1.2 to 15.6-fold difference between X = 3 and X = 5

or 6. There was a minimum reserve size needed to meet the dynamic conditions in ecoregion 3

which led to all disturbance scenarios having the same MDR size (Table 1). Across all ecore-

gions and scenarios, the maximum event size (MSBW) ranged from 6 km2 to 1454 km2

Table 1. Spruce budworm MDR results. Ecoregion area and total area of disturbance footprint are shown for each ecoregion and X scenario, along with MSBW, ySBW and

the final MDR value.

Ecoregion Area, km2 Disturbance scenario (minimum consecutive

years outbreak, X)

Total disturbed area, km2 (% of

ecoregion)

Maximum event size, km2

(MSBW)

ySBW,

km2
MDR,

km2

1 28,728

km2
3 6905 (24.0) 1454 8.2 1454

4 3422 (11.9) 450 6.3 450

5 1363 (4.7) 135 2.4 135

6 388 (1.4) 99 1.3 106 a

2 37,904

km2
3 783.2 (2.1) 228 2.7 228

4 285.6 (0.8) 137 2.0 184 a

5 93.9 (0.25) 25 0.7 184 a

6 - - - -

3 16,589

km2
3 220.9 (1.3) 36 2.0 123 a

4 81.7 (0.5) 11 1.0 123 a

5 8.9 (0.05) 6 1.0 123 a

6 - - - -

4 9,941 km2 3 2042.1 (20.6) 1058 41.5 1058

4 613.7 (6.2) 163 13.3 163

5 166.3 (1.7) 68 5.1 68

6 - - - -

5 8,549 km2 3 975.0 (11.6) 370 22.2 370

4 605.1 (7.2) 304 18.7 304

5 135.8 (1.6) 62 8.0 62

6 12.9 (0.2) 6 1.5 50 a

6 5,506 km2 3 1317.7 (29.1) 389 2.7 389

4 553.9 (12.3) 125 1.2 292 a

5 205.0 (4.5) 88 0.8 292 a

6 - - - -

“-“, Ecoregion does not have any areas with the indicated number of consecutive outbreak years.
a MDR values had to be increased in order to meet the dynamic conditions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268236.t001
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(Table 1). In all cases, the candidate MDR size tested for dynamic conditions was driven by

MSBW and not by the ySBW balsam fir targets.

In 11 of the 20 scenarios, candidate MDRs with size MSBW met the dynamic conditions as

tested by the simulation model (i.e. MDR = MSBW in Table 1). In nine cases, including all sce-

narios in ecoregion 3, candidate MDR sizes had to be increased by a factor of between 1.1 and

20.5 to meet the dynamic conditions (i.e. MDR >MSBW in Table 1). Simulation results are

shown in S1 Table. When using the minimum mapping unit (0.01km2) as the minimum

threshold for age classes in the simulation, all candidate MDRs met the dynamic conditions

(S2 Table). When testing a larger minimum threshold of 2km2, 15 of the 20 candidate MDRs

had to be increased by a factor of 1.3 to 74.8 to meet the dynamic conditions (S3 Table).

Evaluation of existing reserves

The protected area network in the case study region intersects with all ecoregions (S1 Fig). Of

the six ecoregions, only ecoregions 2 and 3 had protected areas larger than the ecoregion MDR

(n = 4, Table 2). In ecoregion 2, two protected areas exceeded the ecoregion MDR by 4.7- to

Fig 3. Candidate MDRs from ecoregion 1 that satisfied initial and dynamic conditions. Each MDR was estimated

for a disturbance scenario defined by the minimum number of consecutive years of defoliation: X = 3, 4, 5, and 6 years.

MDR values are in Table 1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268236.g003
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15-fold, and one met the ySBW target. Due to incomplete forest inventory coverage, we were

not able to assess ySBW targets or test for dynamic conditions in these protected areas. In ecore-

gion 3, two protected areas exceeded the ecoregion MDR in size. We were not able to test ySBW
targets or dynamic conditions for Gros Morne National Park due to missing forest inventory.

Little Grand Lake Wildlife Reserve/Little Grand Lake Provisional Ecological Reserve passed

the initial conditions, and dynamic conditions were tested using the simulation model. This

protected area had a heavily skewed age class distribution and failed to maintain all three age

classes above the required 1 km2 threshold (S4 Table).

Discussion

We extend the concept of minimum dynamic reserves (MDR) developed for wildfire [10] to

spruce budworm outbreaks to illustrate conservation planning tools for regions where insect

outbreaks are a primary natural disturbance. Here, MDRs are reserves large enough to capture

the extent of the disturbance and maintain representation of host species age classes over time

under active natural disturbance regimes. Methods for MDRs are a hybrid approach combin-

ing statistical and geospatial analysis with dynamic modelling and were originally developed

for boreal ecosystems and a disturbance regime of stand-replacing fire. We demonstrate our

spruce budworm method using a case study in the Canadian boreal forest. Overall, we found

considerable variability across the study area in the size of MDRs estimated for spruce bud-

worm. We attribute this variability to the unique patterns of host species and the size and

severity of spruce budworm disturbance across ecoregions. We surmise that the methods we

outline here hold promise for identifying large protected areas (i.e. mega-reserves [66]) for

pro-active conservation planning in the world’s remaining intact regions [20, 21] as well as for

informing reactive conservation and restoration efforts in lower intactness areas of biodiver-

sity concern.

Table 2. Protected area attributes for protected areas larger than 100 km2 in the case study region. Protected areas sharing a border were combined and clipped to the

ecoregion for analysis. MDR values for ecoregions are shown for reference. Balsam fir coverage and targets (ySBW) are only reported for protected areas with sizes larger

than the ecoregion MDR.

Protected area name Protected area

size, km2
Intersecting

Ecoregions

Area in

ecoregion, km2
Spruce budworm

MDR (X = 3), km2
Balsam fir in protected

area, km2
ySBW,

km2

Bay Du Nord Wilderness Reserve/Middle

Ridge Wildlife Reserve

3522 1 33 1454 - -

2 3489 a 228 0.2 (incomplete) 2.7

Gros Morne National Park 1819 3 993 a 123 Unknown 0.2

4 452 1058 - -

5 365 370 - -

Little Grand Lake Wildlife Reserve/Little

Grand Lake Provisional Ecological Reserve

1271 1 311 1454 - -

3 872 a 123 56.7 b 2.0

4 88 1058 - -

Avalon Wilderness Reserve/Salmonier Nature

Park

1086 2 1072 a 228 23.7 (incomplete) b 2.7

Terra Nova National Park/Terra Nova

Migratory Bird Sanctuary

367 1 281 1454 - -

6 134 389 - -

Main River Waterway Provincial Park/Main

River Special Management Area

201 3 91 123 - -

5 110 370 - -

Glover Island Public Reserve 178 4 178 1058 - -

a Area of reserve is greater than ecoregion MDR
b Area of balsam fir in reserve is greater than ySBW

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0268236.t002
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Spruce budworm MDR case study

The primary driver of spruce budworm MDR size was the size of the largest disturbance event

(MSBW). Reserves of this size always satisfied the vegetation targets we imposed via the initial

conditions (Table 1). This is not surprising given that we only used a single disturbance-prone

vegetation type. The ability of candidate MDRs to meet our dynamic conditions was limited in

some ecoregions. In nine of the 20 MDR scenarios, failure to satisfy the dynamic conditions

drove an increase in MDR size over the initial estimate. In all other cases, spatial coverage and

configurations of host species age classes were sufficient to meet our dynamic conditions

within a reserve the size of the largest disturbance event. The results are sensitive to the mini-

mum threshold set for host species age classes in the simulation model. This is expected and

highlights the importance of tying minimum thresholds to robust conservation targets. When

using a smaller minimum threshold of 0.01km2 we found that none of the 20 scenarios

required the initial MDR value to be increased (S2 Table), whereas a larger threshold of 2 km2

required 15 (of 20) scenarios to be increased. We used a minimum threshold aimed at main-

taining representation of forest age classes. For conservation planning purposes, MDR options

can be further constrained by tying minimum thresholds to specific conservation goals such as

habitat requirements for focal species (e.g. [67]).

Our analysis is a first step towards incorporating budworm-defoliator dynamics into

reserve design. We only considered a single host species and expect the addition of secondary

host species to constrain the availability of candidate MDRs in our study region. Systems with

multiple primary host species could be accommodated by including more vegetation classes

and more complex vegetation dynamics. For example, ecosystems where spruce budworm

causes significant damage to multiple hosts (e.g. [68]) would require MDRs to meet initial and

dynamic conditions for each host species. Future work could build on our framework by

incorporating more detailed vegetation and disturbance data, and spatial simulation models

with multiple disturbance agents. Since spruce budworm and fire disturbances have been

shown to interact at the landscape scale [69], simulation models accounting for interacting dis-

turbances will refine MDR estimates in areas with overlapping disturbances. Incorporating

multiple disturbances is an ongoing challenge in landscape simulation models [12, 70], but

some examples exist [71, 72] including the Landis II model which has been parameterized for

many landscapes and disturbance types [72, 73].

Our method is of primary interest in the eastern boreal where spruce budworm is a major

disturbance, but the generalized MDR framework could be applied in other regions where

insect disturbances are severe. Mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) could be a

good candidate, especially since the relationship between insect attack and tree mortality is less

complex than for spruce budworm [74]. We did not consider climate change in our case study,

but the MDR framework could test for resilience to future disturbance events by introducing

projected disturbance regimes into the simulation models. This could be an important

advancement to the framework since climate change is expected to alter both insect [75] and

fire [11] disturbance regimes, and interactions between disturbances and climate warming

could reduce ecosystem resilience and lead to unexpected ecosystem responses [32, 33].

Protected areas evaluation

There is a growing recognition of the need for conservation planning to focus on ecological

processes, rather than basing conservation decisions on a static view of biodiversity [2]. A

number of studies have evaluated the long-term adequacy of reserve networks based on eco-

logical processes such as fire [4, 10, 76] and flooding [5], and an increasing array of tools are

available for incorporating processes such as natural disturbance into systematic conservation
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planning (see review in Leroux and Rayfield [3]). Several recent studies have evaluated the

effectiveness of existing protected areas for protecting biodiversity [77–80], and Todd et al.

[67] and Leroux et al. [4] simulated the effect of fire on habitat availability to evaluate reserve

networks designed for species at risk. The MDR approach differs in that it estimates the area

required for a single reserve to maintain representation of forest types under natural distur-

bance, thus allowing for the persistence of natural disturbance. MDR analyses are typically

focused on estimating an area requirement for new reserves. The MDR framework can how-

ever be used to evaluate existing reserves for their ability to maintain ecological processes over

time under natural disturbance. This can be done by comparing regional MDR values to exist-

ing reserve areas, and by testing existing reserves for dynamic conditions using simulation

models. Our evaluation of existing protected areas within the study region was limited to areas

with full forest inventory coverage, however in those regions, no protected areas met both the

MDR size requirements and the dynamic conditions. The one protected area that met the ini-

tial conditions and could be tested with the simulation model was seven times larger than its

ecoregion MDR but failed to meet the dynamic conditions due to the distribution of host spe-

cies age classes. This indicates that size alone is not a sufficient measure of MDR status.

MDR estimates can be a useful tool to evaluate the risk to proposed or existing reserves in

regions with active disturbance regimes. Reserves smaller than the regional MDR value for

example could be at risk of losing important habitat for species of conservation concern. An

example of this is the Northwest Forest Plan (NWFP) in the Pacific Northwest of the United

States which sought to reduce population decline of the Northern Spotted Owl (Strix occiden-
talis caurina). The plan reduced forest harvesting in old growth forest habitat by setting aside

Late Successional Reserves, starting in 1994 [81]. Reductions in habitat loss due to harvest

have been offset by habitat loss due to increasing amounts of stand-replacing fire [82]. Bird

populations associated with old-growth habitat have therefore continued to decline in the

region [83]. In contrast to proactive planning approaches for maintaining ecological processes,

this is an example of a region where the MDR could be applied to evaluate the risk of losing

specific habitat types across a network of existing protected areas based on an active, and

potentially shifting, disturbance regime.

We acknowledge that in some systems, MDR values may be so large that they are not opera-

tionally realistic, or very small due to low levels of natural disturbance. In these cases adapta-

tions to the MDR goals may be needed, or different planning approaches such as dynamic

reserves [76, 84, 85] could be explored.

Limitations and future work

A limitation in the widespread application of these methods in conservation planning is the

availability of accurate data. The prediction of mortality could be improved using a cumulative

defoliation approach [53] which would require more accurate aerial survey polygons at the

scale of our analysis. The relatively wide severity classes in the aerial survey data allow for

broad classifications of moderate to severe defoliation, but do not facilitate exact percent calcu-

lations of cumulative mortality over multiple years. Higher quality defoliation data would also

allow for more accurate disturbance maps. Improvements in remote sensing products such as

the potential to use high-resolution spaceborne LiDAR (e.g., GEDI [86]) will allow for finer-

resolution mapping and modelling of vegetation, reducing some of the uncertainty associated

with current forest inventory maps.

Our simulation model was a simple representation of coupled spruce budworm disturbance

and vegetation succession. The biggest limitation was a lack of any spatial spread in the spruce

budworm outbreak. Development of a spatially explicit spruce budworm model that can
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evaluate candidate MDRs would allow for a more realistic simulation. This would also be a

step towards an integrated landscape model that could consider all interacting disturbances.

Estimating the size of the largest potential disturbance event in a region becomes more

accurate as the sample size of past events increases. Recent progress in paleolimnology is pro-

viding data on budworm outbreak dynamics and sizes several centuries into the past [87].

These data may improve our understanding of outbreak history with implications for conser-

vation planning. Given that our analysis is only based on data from one outbreak, it is also pos-

sible that there are large areas of old growth that were not impacted by the last outbreak and

may therefore be vulnerable to future outbreaks. In these cases, we could have underestimated

the size of disturbance polygons and therefore MDR values. The testing of dynamic conditions

using simulation models can partly compensate for this. For example, in our analysis of pro-

tected areas the Little Grand Lake protected area complex in ecoregion 3 met the MDR size

and vegetation targets but failed the dynamic conditions due to a heavily skewed age class dis-

tribution. This is an important reminder that the MDR framework provides an estimate of the

minimum reserve size required by searching the ecoregion for an optimal solution. A realized

MDR in the ecoregion may need to be larger depending on its location.

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a generalized framework for estimating minimum dynamic

reserves (MDRs) for spruce budworm. By doing so, we hope to stimulate further development

of methods for conservation planning for diverse natural disturbances. Globally, there are rela-

tively few very large terrestrial protected areas in forest ecosystems [88], and few remaining

regions where large protected areas could be established [20, 21]. These regions are often char-

acterized by active disturbance regimes that can produce large disturbance events such as

insect outbreaks and fires in the boreal forest [16], blowdown in the Amazon rainforest [89],

and hurricanes in coastal systems [9]. These processes should be incorporated into conserva-

tion planning to ensure the long-term persistence of biodiversity in these regions. Given recent

calls for expansion of large protected areas in the world’s remaining intact regions [19, 21, 66,

90, 91], we believe the development of methods for i) evaluating the ability of existing pro-

tected areas to serve as MDRs and ii) identifying de novo protected areas that incorporate

regional disturbances, is a significant step towards effective proactive conservation planning.
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S1 Fig. Protected areas map. The protected area network used in the analysis intersected with

the ecoregions making up the study region.
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S1 Table. Spruce budworm-based MDR simulation results. Reserve size: the area of the

MDR being tested. Initial area: the amount of each age class in the reserve. Minimum area: the

lowest value recorded for each age class throughout all 100 simulations. Also shown are the

mean and standard deviation across all 100 simulations. In order to pass the simulation evalua-

tion, all three age classes had to be maintained above a 1km2 threshold.
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S2 Table. Spruce budworm-based MDR simulation results using a 0.01km2 minimum

threshold. Reserve size: the area of the MDR being tested. Initial area: the amount of each age

class in the reserve. Minimum area: the lowest value recorded for each age class throughout all

100 simulations. Also shown are the mean and standard deviation across all 100 simulations.

In order to pass the simulation evaluation, all three age classes had to be maintained above the
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old. Reserve size: the area of the MDR being tested. Initial area: the amount of each age class in

the reserve. Minimum area: the lowest value recorded for each age class throughout all 100

simulations. Also shown are the mean and standard deviation across all 100 simulations. In

order to pass the simulation evaluation, all three age classes had to be maintained above a

2km2 threshold.
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S4 Table. Protected area simulation results. Only protected areas that met the MDR size and

ySBW requirements, and had full coverage of forest inventory data were evaluated. Reserve size:

the area of the MDR being tested. Initial area: the amount of each age class in the reserve. Min-
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